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Questions/concerns
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“I still believe […]PATENTSCOPE never provides user data and 
user traffic to marketers and private cloud providers like 
Amazon, Google, Microsoft, etc. […]Moreover, this is 
important for Patent searchers, to be ensured that their 
activity and search queries always remain with highest 
confidentiality. […].”



Confidentiality

• HTTPS protocol

• No tracker

• No Google Analytics





“I wish the default for search was only PCT 
publications I wish the display was more compact 
with all information for a search query fitting on a 
single screen, with no need to scroll”







PATENTSCOPE Patent Families

9million of PATENTSCOPE Families (>1 member)

39 million filings from 76 national collections

87%

13%

PCT filings

Filings in families Filings not member of a family

38%

10%

48%

4%

All offices filings

In families

Re-published (internal grouping)

Not member of a family

Not member of a family and claiming priorities

93%

PCT filings

Filings not member of a family Filings in families



PATENTSCOPE Patent Families

Groups of unique filings  Families of filings

107 million filings translates into 140 million publications

Other patent family 

EP2939104A2, EP2939104A4, WO2014105867A2, 

WO2014105867A3, WO2014105867A4, WO2014105867A8, 

WO2014105867A9, …

PATENTSCOPE patent family

EP2939104, WO2014105867, …



Patent family information



Self-explanatory
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Inclusion Criteria

IC1 PCT application from which the family originated

IC2 National entry of a PCT application

IC3  National entry of a PCT application not found in PATENTSCOPE

IC4  US application related to another US application already included in the family

IC5      Sole priority inside the family

IC6 Connected by priority field

IC7     National application related to another application of the same national office already 
included in the family



Summary of strengths

Worldwide coverage

Self-explanatory

Powered by 

PCT data

National Phase Entry

National Data + Domestic relations









COVERAGE



PCT types and related documents

Documents aggregated so not available

PCT related documents available at certain date after publication



“Better integration with national and 
regional offices would be helpful. 
Often the national phase tab is 
incomplete.”



“inclusion of commercial 
information - patent value - patent 
lifetime - trademark/brand support 
inclusion of legal information -
litigation – opposition”



“Especially for non-expert users, the 
actual coverage by patent authority/type 
should be made easier to find”











«日本語に対応してほしい»

I want Japanese language support







“The need to search in different 
languages to try and find the exact 
same thing is a tiring process. So the 
coverage for a single search could be 
better.”







“Sería mejor si la introducción de campos 
en la búsqueda compleja fuera más
amigable, sin la necesidad de usar 
códigos.”

“It would be better if the input of fields in the complex search was more friendly, without the need to use codes.”





“I'd like to be able to ask a directed 
question to help me find exactly what I'm
looking for. Is this possible with a support 
contact?”



Contact & Support



“There should be a login facility. 
It would be very useful to store 
some queries.”



WIPO account







“It would be nice if I could export 
my search results to a 
spreadsheet or text file.”





"Increase downloadable results/API "



“It would great if you could set alerts to 
monitor applications so that you are
notified when there has been a change to 
the application.”



PCT monitoring







Access to Chinese documents







“I would like to have the ability to 
conduct a search with the connection 
of scientific and technical 
information in the PATENTSCOPE”



NPL available since 2021



“It is not straightforward to go 
from the list of results to the 
statistical analysis”



“Some data on the bibliographic 
page is not copyable - I often 
want to copy that data”





Sometimes all parts of Chinese 
patents do not have the 
"Translate to English“ option

















“It would be great if you can add 
a Sequence search (nucleotide 
and aminoacids)”



Reaction search, polymer search 
may also be included





“The changes that have been introduced in early 
2022 have made extensive searches much more 
complicated. At least full text search in the 
language of publication should be made still 
possible”



Changes 2023 - wildcards

• 50 wildcards/query max

• 10 wildcards/individual fields (EN_ALLTXT for example)except: 
• EN_ALL, FR_ALL, DE_AL.. 3 wildcards max

• FR_ALLTXT, DE_ALLTXT… 5 wildcards max

• 2 wildcards/phrase max (EN_TI:“elec* car* veh*”)

• No leading wildcard (EN_TI:“*elec”)



“Maybe PATENTSCOPE Team could analyze the 
possibility of developing an initial category-oriented 
bibliographic structure. For example, the academic 
literature follows a structure - the Research Information 
System (RIS) - format. Would this idea work for patent 
documents? I was just wondering if it would apply. If 
not, thank you for taking the time to analyze this 
question.”



“More quality & consistency control by people knowing 
the different patent systems and technical features in 
main domains is clearly needed, not only by IT people 
and translation experts (stemming system is a disaster 
when using slightly more technical keywords)”



“save my favorites patents / 
searches”



“different keyword should have 
different highlight colors”



“a search engine with built in 
formal dictionaries is a start”



“the filter seems not correspond 
to search, when in use of "and" 
operator.”





Future/past webinars: wipo.int/patentscope/en/webinar



Global Brand Database, Global Design Database

Webinars:

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/branddb/webinar/index.html

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/designdb/webinar/index.html

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/branddb/webinar/index.html
https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/designdb/webinar/index.html
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